The use of size-exclusion chromatography in the isolation of supercoiled minicircle DNA from Escherichia coli lysate.
Minicircle DNA (mcDNA) is the new cutting-edge technology which researchers have been exploring for gene therapy and DNA vaccination. Although it presents enormous advantages in comparison to conventional plasmid DNA regarding bioactivity and safety, its challenging isolation from parental plasmid and miniplasmid has been setting back its launching in biomedical sciences. In this work, it is demonstrated the use of a simple size exclusion chromatographic method for the isolation of supercoiled mcDNA. Sephacryl S-1000 SF matrix was explored under different conditions (flow, peak fractionation volume and sample loading) to achieve the best performance and retrieve a mcDNA sample devoid of other bacterial contaminants or plasmid species resultant from the recombination process. This isolation methodology resulted in 66.7% of mcDNA recovery with 98.1% of purity. In addition, to show the robustness of the method, the potential of using this matrix for the isolation of a larger mcDNA was also evaluated. Upon adjusting the flow or the column volume, the larger mcDNA molecule was also successfully isolated. Overall, a simple and effective strategy has been established for the isolation of supercoiled mcDNA, underlining the potential of size exclusion chromatography in mcDNA separation.